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Blood Read Press, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. To understand the future, you must visit the past. Ten years
earlier. Jillian Atford finds herself in an unthinkable predicament. Unable to resist the arms of an
older man, a handsome Philadelphia cop no less, Jillian is caught in a reality she chooses not to
accept.the gleaming gold band on Calvin Kyle s ring finger. Lyla Kyle discovers the body of her
mother, dead on the floor from an apparent suicide. Blaming the hands of her philandering father,
Lyla wastes no time seeking revenge. In a heroic attempt to save a colleague from his burning
home, Detective Jason Brighthouse Sr. ends up in the wrong place at the right time. When neither
makes it out alive, Brighthouse s son, Jason Jr., can only harp on their last words, a bitter
argument. In despair he takes a gun to his head.his father s gun. Three lives. Three deaths. One
story that will entwine their futures forever through consequences, revenge, and obsession. Blood in
the Past: an introductory novella to the Blood for Blood Series. The first full-length novel in the
series,...
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Reviews
A top quality pdf and also the font applied was fascinating to read. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am e ortlessly could possibly get a delight of
studying a created ebook.
-- O cea ne Sta nton DVM
This publication is fantastic. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You may like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr . Wilber Thiel
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